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SFB Service Bakery Merchandiser 

These Merchandisers are designed for use in stores where temperatures and humidity do not exceed 75°F and 55% R.H. 
(We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product design in connection with any feature of our products. 
Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, additions, or replacement of equipment 
Previously sold or shipped.) 

Applications: 

Options: 
•Self-contained model - 115V 20A
•Remote Glycol refrigerant
•LED lighting
•Solid metal shelving
•Full-view end panels
•Thermo pane end glass
•Self-contained unit uses environmentally
friendly R134 refrigerant.

•Bakery

•Deli

Features
•Available in 4’, 5’, 6 1/2’ and 8’ lengths.
•Exterior and interior of case is available in
stainless or custom color.
•Customized exterior to fit store décor.
•1” & 3” cart guard bumper
•Adjustable (height) glass shelves w/ T-8
lighting. Max. 3 shelves
•Solid ends
•Solar digital thermometer
•Electronic Ballasts
•Custom lengths and features available.
•Also available as a Self-contained unit.



SFBO Self-Service Bakery Merchandiser 

These Merchandisers are designed for use in stores where temperatures and humidity do not exceed 75°F and 55% R.H. 
(We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product design in connection with any feature of our products. 
Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, additions, or replacement of equipment 
Previously sold or shipped.) 

Applications: 

Options: 
•Self-contained model - 115V 20A
•Remote Glycol refrigerant
•LED lighting
•Solid metal shelving
•Full-view end panels
•Thermo pane end glass
•Self-contained unit uses environmentally
friendly R134 refrigerant.

•Bakery

•Deli

Features
•Available in 4’, 5’, 6 1/2’ and 8’ lengths.
•Exterior and interior of case is available in
stainless or custom color.
•Customized exterior to fit store décor.
•1” & 3” cart guard bumper
•Adjustable (height) glass shelves w/ T-8
lighting. Max. 3 shelves
•Solid ends
•Solar digital thermometer
•Electronic Ballasts
•Custom lengths and features available.
•Also available as a Self-contained unit.



SFB Bakery/Beverage Dome-Top Merchandiser 

These Merchandisers are designed for use in stores where temperatures and humidity do not exceed 75°F and 55% R.H. 
(We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product design in connection with any feature of our products. 
Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, additions, or replacement of equipment 
Previously sold or shipped.) 

Features 
•Beverage Merchandiser w/ refrigerated
Display top

•Rear insulated sliding doors
•Available in 4’, 5’, 6 1/2’ and 8’ lengths.
•Exterior and interior of case is available
in stainless   or custom color.

•Customized exterior to fit store décor.
•1” & 3” cart guard bumper
•Adjustable (height) glass shelves
•w/ T-8  lighting. Max. 3 shelves
•Solid ends
•Dome-top refrigeration damper
•Solar digital thermometer
•Electronic Ballasts
•Custom lengths and features available.
•Also available as a Self-contained unit.

Applications: 
•Beverage
•Bakery

Options: 
•Self-contained model 115V
20A

•Solid metal shelving
•LED lighting
•Night curtain
•Full-view end panels
•S.S. “Flip-Up” tray slide
•Thermo pane end glass
•Self-contained unit uses
environmentally  friendly
R404a refrigerant.



SFB/SFBO Euro Bakery/Deli Merchandiser 

These Merchandisers are designed for use in stores where temperatures and humidity do not exceed 75°F and 55% R.H. 
(We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product design in connection with any feature of our products. 
Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, additions, or replacement of equipment 
Previously sold or shipped.) 

Applications: 
•Bakery

•Deli

Features:
•Available in 4’, 5’, 6 1/2’ and 8’ lengths.
•Exterior and interior of case is available in
stainless or custom color.
•Customized exterior to fit store décor.
•Pedestal Base
•1” & 3” cart guard bumper
•Adjustable (height) glass shelves w/ T-8
lighting. Max. 3 shelves
•Solid ends
•Solar digital thermometer
•Electronic Ballasts
•Custom lengths and features available.

•Also available as a Self-contained unit.

Options:
•Self-contained model - 115V 20A
•Remote Glycol refrigerant
•LED lighting
•Solid metal shelving
•Full-view end panels
•Thermo pane end glass
•Self-contained unit uses environmentally
friendly R134 refrigerant.



SFBIF Bakery Merchandiser 

These Merchandisers are designed for use in stores where temperatures and humidity do not exceed 75°F and 55% R.H. 
(We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product design in connection with any feature of our products. 
Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, additions, or replacement of equipment 
Previously sold or shipped.) 

Features 
•Available in 4’, 5’, 6 1/2’ and 8’ lengths.
•Exterior and interior of case is available in
stainless or custom color.

•Customized exterior to fit store décor.
•1” & 3” cart guard bumper
•Adjustable (height) glass shelves w/ T-8
lighting. Max. 3 shelves

•Solid ends
•Solar digital thermometer
•Electronic Ballasts
•Custom lengths and features available.
•Also available as a Self-contained unit.

Applications: 
•Bakery

Options: 
•Self-contained model - 115V 20A
•Remote Glycol refrigerant
•LED lighting
•Solid metal shelving
•Full-view end panels.
•Thermo pane end glass
•Self-contained unit uses environmentally
friendly R134 refrigerant.



3PSNL  Bakery Dome Merchandiser 

These Merchandisers are designed for use in stores where temperatures and humidity do not exceed 75°F and 55% R.H. 
(We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product design in connection with any feature of our products. 
Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, additions, or replacement of equipment 
Previously sold or shipped.) 

•Combination Over-Under Refrigerated Service /
Self-Service Merchandiser

•Available in 4’ thru 10’ case lengths.
•Exterior and interior of case is available in
stainless steel or custom color.

•Customized exterior to fit store décor.
•1” and 3” cart guard bumpers.
•Adjustable (height) shelves w/ T-8
lighting and price tag molding. Max. 3 shelves

•Plexiglas front flue
•Solar digital thermometer.
•Electronic Ballasts
•Custom lengths, depths and features available.
•Also available as a self-contained unit.

Applications
: Bakery 

Features 

Options: 
•Self-Contained
•Remote Glycol Refrigerant
available

•LED lighting
•Night curtain
•Fully customizable case line
•Refrigerated or Dry rear storage




